GROOVE MERCHANT

by Jerome Richardson
arr. by Thad Jones

1st B♭ Trumpet

Medium Shuffle \( \frac{2}{4} \)

Half Value!

\[
\begin{align*}
&f \quad A \\
&mf \quad B
\end{align*}
\]

Not too high! Unis. Solo

Lay out \( 2x \) (laid back!)

Don't rush!

Stay strong

\[
\begin{align*}
&D \\
&E
\end{align*}
\]

Lay Back
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Don't cut a notes

"Groove Merchant"

1st Trumpet 2

Open for soloists 2 & 3

Soli

Cut-offs

Unis.

C. short

Not too loud!

Unis.

Don't breathe until the end

f  mf

f cresce.

CODA

(even 8ves)

D.S. Al 0